The Covered Owner acknowledges that he/she has read this Agreement including the reverse side and other pages, understands this Agreement, and agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

Limited Warranty: AUTO BOND SEALANT provides the following Limited Warranty for the following described products. This Limited Warranty is not transferable.

AUTO BOND SEALANT: AUTO BOND SEALANT hereby guarantees to the Covered Owner that the treated surface of the Covered Vehicle will retain its high brilliance and shine from the day of application, and the Limited Warranty will be enforceable from the date of purchase, except where otherwise noted. Double coat application required in love bug areas. Should the Covered Vehicle paint finish be damaged by weather-induced fading, oxidation or loss of gloss, water spotting, bird droppings, tree sap, acid rain, love bug damage* or industrial fallout, AUTO BOND SEALANT, will repair such damage at no charge to the Covered Owner. AUTO BOND SEALANT reserves the right to attempt to repair such damage through professional detailing prior to repainting any surface.

AUTO BOND SEALANT FABRIC & CARPET PROTECTOR: AUTO BOND SEALANT hereby guarantees to the Covered Owner that the treated fabric of the Covered Vehicle will remain free of permanent stains from the date of application of AUTO BOND SEALANT FABRIC & CARPET PROTECTOR, and that the Limited Warranty will be enforceable from the date of purchase, except where otherwise noted. Should permanent staining occur to the interior fabric the Covered Vehicle properly treated with AUTO BOND SEALANT FABRIC & CARPET PROTECTOR, the stained area will be repaired at no charge to the Covered Owner. AUTO BOND SEALANT reserves the right to attempt to remove any stain through professional detail cleaning prior to the replacing any fabric.

AUTO BOND SEALANT MINK OIL FOR LEATHER: AUTO BOND SEALANT hereby guarantees to the Covered Owner that the treatment of AUTO BOND SEALANT Mink Oil for Leather to the surface of the leather and vinyl interior will prevent damages caused by sun or temperature extremes and the Limited Warranty is enforceable from the date of purchase, except where otherwise noted. Should leather and/or vinyl of the Covered Vehicle treated with AUTO BOND SEALANT MINK OIL FOR LEATHER be damaged by environmental conditions causing fading, discoloring or cracking of the treated surface, AUTO BOND SEALANT will repair such damage at no charge to the Covered Owner. AUTO BOND SEALANT reserves the right to attempt to correct any such damage through professional reconditioning prior to the replacement of any surface.

* Two coats must be applied to the affected edges.

AUTO BOND SEALANT, 2025 SW College Road, Ocala FL 34471 Call (855) 996-4044 www.autobondsealant.com
5 YEAR COVERAGE ELIGIBILITY: New and used vehicles with 6,000 miles or less on the odometer at the time of application are eligible for the 5 Year Limited Warranty Coverage.

3 YEAR COVERAGE ELIGIBILITY: New and used vehicles with 6,001 miles or more on the odometer at the time of application are eligible for the 3 Year Limited Warranty Coverage.

OWNER’S RIGHT TO RENEW: The Covered Owner, has the option to renew the Limited Warranty coverage by having the AUTO BOND SEALANT products professionally reapplied to the vehicle within thirty (30) days of expiration of this Limited Warranty. A new Limited Warranty must be issued from the authorized AUTO BOND SEALANT dealer and the registration card must be forwarded to AUTO BOND SEALANT to activate coverage. Renewals are subject to Eligibility.

REQUIREMENTS OF COVERED OWNER: The Covered Owner should maintain the Covered Vehicle by washing it regularly and vacuuming the carpet and upholstery frequently. AUTO BOND SEALANT strongly recommends following the maintenance procedures for interior and exterior care as described on the attached sheet. AUTO BOND SEALANT IS NOT OBLIGATED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR GENERAL CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE OF THE COVERED VEHICLE’S PAINT, FABRIC OR LEATHER SURFACES. REGULAR CLEANING AND CARE IS NECESSARY.

LIMITATIONS OF COVERAGE: This Limited Warranty does not cover existing damage to the Covered Vehicle prior to the application of the AUTO BOND SEALANT products, or to the surfaces not treatable with the AUTO BOND SEALANT products such as semi-gloss or non-glossy paint, headliners, seat belts, steering wheels, or as determined by the design of the Covered Vehicle; damages caused by road hazards, vandalism, collision or similar accident; fire or other natural casualties; rusting of metal; modifications or alterations of the factory’s original painted finish (i.e. repainted surfaces, after-market pin-striping, vinyl graphics, etc.); defective paint (i.e. peeling or chipping of paint or factory clear coat, paint separating, cracking or flaking, or determined by independent inspection or factory bulletins); chips or scratches caused by everyday use or other causes or damage caused by neglect or abuse; stains or damage caused by dye, ink, tar, or gum; bleach, acid, or other caustic or corrosive substances; burns, rips, tears, shredding or other interior fabric or leather damage resulting from vandalism or other causes; abnormal use or damage due to neglect or abuse; surface wear or natural creases in leather seats; modification or alterations of leather or vinyl surfaces; damage caused by rusting or poor adhesion to the surface to which the leather or vinyl has been attached or manufacturer’s defects.

LIMITED WARRANTY REGISTRATION: IN ORDER FOR THIS LIMITED WARRANTY TO BE VALID, THE REGISTRATION MUST BE COMPLETED AND MAILED TO AUTO BOND SEALANT WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS FROM THE APPLICATION OF THE AUTO BOND SEALANT PRODUCTS BY THE SELLING DEALER.

REPAIR OBLIGATIONS: AUTO BOND SEALANT has sole discretion in determining and implementing repair procedures. Such service will be performed with reasonable promptness and quality. AUTO BOND SEALANT obligation shall be limited to one repainting or replacement per affected area. AUTO BOND SEALANT has no obligation toward reimbursement of transportation or inconvenience costs during time of repair. AUTO BOND SEALANT liability is limited to the lesser of the cost or the trade in value of the Covered Vehicle. If Limited Warranty covered damage has occurred, AUTO BOND SEALANT will pay only for the repair of the damaged portion of the Covered Vehicle.

CLAIM PROCEDURE: A claim may only be made by the Covered Owner during the Limited Warranty period with a properly registered Limited Warranty returned to issuing dealer. Damage may greatly worsen unless repairs are promptly made. In order to reasonably minimize any damage which might occur, a claim must be filed within sixty (60) days from the onset of damage, by notifying AUTO BOND SEALANT in writing by certified mail, return receipt requested, at the address listed on the first page of this agreement. A COPY OF THIS AGREEMENT MUST BE FORWARDED TO AUTO BOND SEALANT WITHIN SIXTY (60) DAYS FROM THE EARLIEST OF: APPEARANCE OF DAMAGE COVERED BY THIS LIMITED WARRANTY OR THE TIME WHEN THE DAMAGE COULD HAVE BEEN DISCOVERED UPON REASONABLE OBSERVATION OR INSPECTION. FAILURE TO FORWARD A PHOTOCOPY OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY WITHIN SIXTY (60), DAYS VOIDS THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. ANY REPAIR UNDERTAKEN WITHOUT EXPRESS, WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION FROM AUTO BOND SEALANT WILL NOT BE REIMBURSED.

MEDIATION, ARBITRATION, JURY WAIVER: You and Auto Bond agree to submit any dispute arising under this agreement, except a dispute alleging criminal violations, to mandatory mediation as a condition precedent to arbitration. The mediation must take place within 20 days of the date the first party so demanding submits written request for mediation shall be conducted by one mediator mutually agreeable to the parties and shall be attended by all the parties (Dealer may attend through a corporate officer having a full settlement authority). Should the parties agree to a mediator, Dealer shall chose the mediator. The parties agree that in the event they are unable to resolve the claim through mediation, they will thereafter submit the matter to arbitration as provided below.

WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL/WAIVER OF CLASS ACTION. PURCHASER AND DEALER WAIVE TRIAL BY JURY AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THEY HAVE KNOWINGLY AND INTENTIONALLY WAIVED THIS CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT. CUSTOMER EXPRESSLY WAIVES ANY RIGHT IT MAY HAVE TO ARBITRATE A CLASS ACTION.

A mediator will render a decision based upon mediation, but it will be final and binding for both parties. Judgment on the decision may be entered in any court having jurisdiction.

This agreement to mediate affects important legal rights. Neither of us will be able to go to court for disputes once we agree in advance to mediate. Neither of us will be committed by the terms of this agreement to mediate unless the clause is initialed or unless your signature on the contract a whole immediately follows this clause.

(Initials of Covered Owner) __________________

(Initials of Mediator) ____________________________
CARE & MAINTENANCE TIPS

Liquids
(i.e. Coffee, sodas, milk, etc.) Blot up liquid spills as soon as possible using absorbent cloth or sponge. Dilute the spill with water and continue to blot up until dry.

Ink Stains
Spray affected area with hair spray. Blot area with clean soft sponge, then wipe area clean with warm damp cloth. To maintain leather and vinyl surfaces, apply AUTO BOND SEALANT Mink Oil Leather/Vinyl Protector as often as needed.

Automatic Car Washes
Brushless systems are preferred. Car Wash Systems using bristle or brushes may scratch painted surfaces.

Waxes and Cleaners
Your AUTO BOND SEALANT treated surface requires no additional waxing or polishing as some polishing or waxing may damage your AUTO BOND SEALANT treated surfaces.

AUTO BOND SEALANT FABRIC & CARPET PROTECTOR
AUTO BOND SEALANT Fabric & Carpet Protectors are specially formulated to coat the individual fibers of the Covered Vehicle’s carpet and upholstery. This seals against stains from spills and surface dirt while allowing the fabric to breathe and retain its natural softness.

Vacuuming carpet and upholstery frequently to avoid soiling from surface buildup is required. This will also prolong the life of the fabric as dirt acts as an abrasive contributing to premature wear.

Although a spill may penetrate the fabric to some extent, it will be suspended in the tiny air spaces between the weave of the fibers. Liquid spills should be blotted up as soon as possible. Use a clean terry towel or other absorbent cloth, pressing firmly and repeatedly, changing to dry sections until all wetness is removed. If any discoloration remains, spray lightly with a non-foaming, water-based cleaner such as AUTO BOND SEALANT Fabric & Carpet Spot Remover. Continue to blot the area dry and then brush with a towel to blend with surrounding areas. For spills that have dried, spray the spot thoroughly until wet with cleaning solution described above and follow the same blotting procedure. If the spot is deep, dilute with water and blot completely. Let the area dry. If the spot reappears, repeat wetting and blotting procedure until all of the substance comes up. Commercial fabric cleaners and spotting agents recommended for such things as tar, gum, and grease should not hurt the finish.

AUTO BOND SEALANT MINK OIL FOR LEATHER
AUTO BOND SEALANT Mink Oil for Leather products preserves and protects non-fabric upholstery against the fading, staining and discoloration that can lead to cracking. This conditioner provides a durable, detergent resistant, glossy protectant for non-fabric upholstery which guards against the fading, drying and shrinking caused by temperature extremes and the ultraviolet rays of the sun.

Due to extreme climate conditions and driver/passenger usage and wear, AUTO BOND SEALANT recommends the use of the AUTO BOND SEALANT Mink Oil for Leather to preserve its protective qualities and maintain the showroom appearance of the Covered Vehicle. Application should be done every three months or as often as is needed to maintain surface appearance and protection. If necessary, use a mild solution of soap and water or saddle soap to remove dirt from the surface. Apply AUTO BOND SEALANT Mink Oil for Leather evenly with a soft cloth or spray directly on area to be treated. Allow product to sit for 10-15 minutes, then wipe off excess applying only light palm pressure. Buff area with a soft, clean, dry cloth.

Not for use on fabric or glass (as this may cause smearing). Wipe down leather and vinyl surfaces with a damp clean cloth to remove dust in between AUTO BOND SEALANT Mink Oil for Leather applications.